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Collection reference   GD 49
Collection title       Papers of Robert Blair Munro Binning (1814-1891)
Shelfmark(s)            MS BIN

About this handlist     Scan of an older typescript list
1. Introduction to the three principal Asiatic languages, namely Modern Arabic, Persian & Hindi. folio. [1873?]

2. Record of travels & experiences. 4v. 1845-47.
   1. 13 Nov. 1845-5 Aug. 1846.
   2. 6 Jan.-5 Feb. 1847.
   3. 16 Feb.-17 Mar. 1847
   4. 21 Mar.-5 July 1847.

   4° Exercise book. 66 leaves numbered, the rest unused.

4. Letters & documents, &c., &c., Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, Dukhnee, Telugu, &c., &c. 4° Separate items bound in to a folder.


NB The date of death given here is incorrect, Robert Blair Munro Binning died on 11 September 1891.